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Goals

● Rethink teaching practices and design a more inclusive curriculum 
○ How to make our materials more inclusive, accessible, and engaging
○ How to make our assignments more inclusive, accessible, and engaging 

● Discuss sample materials/assignments and/or share experiences

Workshop Overview

1. Diversity & Inclusion
2. Designing the Curriculum
3. Discussion of sample materials and assignments 



What are some barriers to inclusivity 
in language classes? 

Jamboard
Slide 1-2

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1YbfN_84IlmxMY5tExccsdipiSvBbx9Ao3cKSJgpAOhM/edit?usp=sharing


Student Diversity

In 2016-2017:  9.6% of all public schools 
students were English language learners

In 2017-2018:  13.7% of students between 3-21 
years old received special education services

19.5% of all students in postsecondary 
contexts reported some type of disability

Report “The Condition of Education” (2019)

https://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/


Diversity & Inclusion in World Language Education

“ACTFL believes strongly in equal access to world language study and 
equitable opportunities for all individuals to develop linguistic and 
cultural competence and pedagogical knowledge. No individual should 
experience marginalization of their contributions or talents because of 
their unique attributes. Among others, these attributes include age, 
belief system, disability status, ethnicity, gender, gender identity, gender 
expression, language identity, national origin, race, sexual orientation, 
socio-economic status, and any other visible or non-visible attributes.”

https://www.actfl.org/advocacy/actfl-position-statements/diversity-and-inclusion-world-language-teaching-learning


Representation matters in language education: 

“to assure equity and meaningful participation of language educators and learners 
from minoritized racial backgrounds, we must openly address race and racism in 
language education policies, instructional practices, and curriculum, regardless of 
the argument that some make alleging that such discussions court controversy or 
are “political,” and thus have no place in language education.” 

“we think of diversity in terms of equitable, meaningful representation and 
participation. This notion of diversity, as described by Fosslien and West Duffy 
(2019) is the difference between saying that everyone has a seat at the table, versus 
saying that everyone has a seat, a voice, opportunity, and enough time to speak.”  

Diversifying Language Educators and Learners
Uju Anya and L.J. Randolph, Jr., The Language Educator , Oct-Nov 2019



How to create an inclusive classroom (1/2)

❏ Examine our beliefs on language learning and how we think about diversity  

This can reveal possible barriers, challenges, or biases we might have about diverse 
language learners.  “This introspective exercise is vital for educators who seek to be 
inclusive and equitable in their practice” (Cobe & Grahn, TLE feb/mar 2020, p.28). 

● Have a growth mindset: “believe that all learners can acquire a functional use of 
another language and therefore view themselves as facilitators for all students.” 
(Cobe & Grahn, p.28)

● Examine how we think about meaningful representation in our classrooms, 
instructional materials, and practice



How to create an inclusive classroom (2/2)

❏ Question our assumptions, attitudes, and beliefs that contribute to the inequitable status quo 
and strive to adopt perspectives of equity and inclusivity

● How do we self-identify?

● How do we choose our course content?
○ Reflecting students interests and experiences > increase engagement;
○ Representing the perspectives of diverse groups; 
○ Acknowledge the limitation of texts/textbooks or other materials used in class 

● How we differentiate instruction? What teaching methods and strategies do we use to serve 
different learning styles and needs? 
○ Provide choices & scaffold for success;
○ Cost of textbooks; 
○ Outside of class requirements

❏ Create a safe and supportive learning environment & establish ground rules on day 1 (ideally 
created by the learners)



Designing our Curriculum (1/2)

Universal Design for Learning (UDL)
Framework to design instruction to make sure a wide audience can access and use it. 
Anticipate barriers to learning and design accordingly

○ Three principles to create flexible paths: 
■ Multiple Means of Engagement
■ Multiple Means of Representation
■ Multiple Means of Action and Expression

UDL Guidelines & Course Accessibility Checklist 

https://udlguidelines.cast.org/
https://udlguidelines.cast.org/
https://enact.sonoma.edu/c.php?g=789377&p=5650629


Designing our Curriculum (2/2) 

Universal Design for Instruction (UDI)

Framework similar to UDL and “is based on a social model of 
disability, rather than on the deficit-based medical model that 
views diversity as the exception” (Hildebrandt, Universal Design 
for Instruction: Inclusive Teaching Practices for the World 
Language Classroom, TLE Feb/Mar 2020 p.32)

Diversity is considered the norm among learners. Instead of 
relying on individual accommodations, the framework removes 
roadblocks in the physical space, curriculum, and pedagogy. Disability and World Language 

Learning. Inclusive Teaching for 
Diverse Learners by Scott & 
Edwards (2019)



#1 Provide the class syllabus, materials, links in advance. 

#2 Use varied instructional methods (verbal & visual, 
individual & group activities, etc.) to provide different ways 
of learning. Switch activities every 10 min

#4 Consider the readability of written documents (easily 
readable font, clear labeling, spacing, colors, etc.)

#6 allow use of computer/tablet for writing/editing. 
Chairs/desks in semicircle. 

#7 Consider mobility needs of all students

Universal Design for Instruction (UDI)



Let’s rethink our teaching practices

How can we make our materials more inclusive, accessible, and engaging?

How can we make our assignments more inclusive, accessible, and engaging?

❏ Share some examples that require modification to be more inclusive.
❏ Share some examples of inclusive materials or assignments 

Jamboard (slide 3-4)

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1YbfN_84IlmxMY5tExccsdipiSvBbx9Ao3cKSJgpAOhM/edit?usp=sharing


2nd semester Italian



Ideas & Recommendations

➔ Day 1 Questionnaire: 
pronouns/name 
what would make this class feel inclusive to you?
what do you need to succeed academically in this class?

➔ Activities to reflect on stereotypes (biased statements in teaching material, gender 
and professions, etc.)

➔ Discuss language and gender and non-binary options

➔ Double check your material: pictures, relationships represented, identities, groups, 
beliefs, etc.

➔ Use think-pair-share activities to help reflection and those who need 
extra time



Un-Boxing Gender: Toward Trans-Affirming L2 Pedagogies
Kris Knisely, Assistant Professor, French and Intercultural Competence, University of Arizona

http://blc.berkeley.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Berkeley_09-11-2020_Handout_Unboxing-Gender_Trans-affirming-L2-pedagogies_Knisely.pdf


Un-Boxing Gender: Toward Trans-Affirming L2 Pedagogies
Kris Knisely, Assistant Professor, French and Intercultural Competence, University of Arizona

http://blc.berkeley.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Berkeley_09-11-2020_Handout_Unboxing-Gender_Trans-affirming-L2-pedagogies_Knisely.pdf


Resources

❏ ACTFL Resources on Issues of Race, Diversity, and Social Justice 

❏ The Language Educator (ACTFL publication), vol.14 & 15

❏ COERLL Blog on Inclusive Pedagogy 

❏ Resources for Social Justice and Anti-Racism in the L2 Classroom, Diversity 

Resources from COERLL

❏ Building Inclusive Classroom, Center for Teaching Innovation, Cornell University

❏ Scott Sally, and Wade Edwards. Disability and World Language Learning : Inclusive 

Teaching for Diverse Learners. Rowman & Littlefield, 2019 (available online via 

Swem library)

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.actfl.org/resources/resources-language-educators-address-issues-race-diversity-and-social-justice?fbclid%3DIwAR0qcZvFcOlWMAMqtEcFgKlQvuBbkPoqGQhTNAHCddNGxp9T5hWArXP2ZNA&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1614796283029000&usg=AOvVaw2iS8f99ktA_PaxBR8XfE08
https://www.actfl.org/resources/the-language-educator
https://blog.coerll.utexas.edu/inclusive-pedagogy/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10_e5jaX-uS_mvun2RqWTCR51zGdFSXGoxhLQQ67ZU9Y/edit#heading=h.7wzwd92nakh4
https://teaching.cornell.edu/teaching-resources/building-inclusive-classrooms


Thank you!
smattavelli@wm.edu 
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